Dear Subscriber,

This month news, upcoming events and ecosystem communications mainly concern the upcoming SpagoBI 2.2 version, some new partnerships and an interesting video interview given by Grazia Cazzin, SpagoBI project leader.

Best regards,

SpagoWorld Communications

News

- **SpagoBI 2.2 coming soon**
  SpagoBI 2.2 offers a brand new function for the management and execution of analytical documents. It will be released at the end of June.
  The new Document Browser has been developed in order to make users' operations particularly intuitive and simple on their analytical documents repository. It regards the presentation modality (tree, folders, list), search, arrangement, assembling and execution. In addition to an attractive look-and-feel, the Document Browser allows to display more documents at the same time with a tab structure and it optimizes the navigation performance to documents in all cross routes (Cross Navigation).
  Moreover, in the new 2.2 version the innovations regard the consolidation of the KPI engine, the documents print option and the multi-format export function.

- **SpagoBI 2.5.1 now available**
  SpagoBI 2.5.1 is now available. This is a maintenance release containing some new features and bug fixes. For the complete list of changes please read the release notes.

- **Video interview on SpagoBI**
  A new interesting video interview given by Grazia Cazzin, OS BI Competence Centre Director of Engineering Group and SpagoBI project leader, is now available in the Resource area.
  It offers a brief presentation of the new version of SpagoBI, the free Business Intelligence platform, and of its role in the Open Source BI market. A particular attention is paid to SpagoBI Community and the role of SpagoBI users in the platform development.
  Download the interview

Events

- **LinuxTag 2009**
  **Location**: Berlin (Germany)
  **Date**: 24th - 27th June 2009
  Engineering participates in LinuxTag 2009 in Berlin, which presents several news for professional users, decision makers, developers and Linux community.
  On 26th June, Stefano Scamuzzo, Senior Technical Manager of Engineering, illustrated SpagoBI 2.1, the new Business Intelligence Open Source platform, within the OW2 Track.

- **OW2 BI Initiative at DaWak 2009**
  **Location**: Linz (Austria)
  **Date**: 21st August to 24th September 2009
  OW2 BI Initiative and OW2 Europe Local Chapter are presented at DaWak 2009, the international conference on Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery, which takes place from 21st August to 24th September 2009 in Linz, Austria.
  OW2 BI Initiative, led by Engineering, is a joint effort of OW2 members and non-OW2 members promoting the use of OW2 OS BI technologies by mainstream software integrators, end-users, academia and software vendors.
  More details about the conference
  More details about the OW2 BI Initiative
  More details about the OW2 Europe Local Chapter

- **Engineering sponsors the Exaptation 2009 International Workshop**
  **Location**: Gargnano del Garda (Brescia) - Italy
  **Date**: 7th to 9th September 2009
  Engineering sponsors the Exaptation 2009 International Workshop, which focuses on exaptation as a source of innovation, creativity and diversity in evolutionary sciences. It takes place from 7th to 9th September 2009 at Palazzo Felmelli in Gargnano del Garda (BS).
  Gabriele Ruffatti, Architectures & Consulting Director, Engineering’s Research & Innovation Division, gives a speech entitled “Open source between innovation and pre-adaptation over markets mechanism in knowledge society.”
  For further details click

- **OW2 Programming Contest 2009**
  **Location**: China
  **Date**: 9th to 19th September 2009
  Engineering takes part in the OW2 Programming Contest 2009, organized by OW2 and Sibac.
  The competition is organized for Chinese students and technicians, giving them the opportunity to improve their ability to study and manage OW2 middleware and to express a special talent in computer programming.
  Engineering provides two SpagoBI topics in the Programming Contest Topic list.

Ecosystem

- **SOFERA, new Technology Partner for SpagoBI**
  SpagoBI new technology partner is SOFERA, a German leading Open Source SDA provider.
  The partnership between SOFERA and Engineering regards a joint collaboration in the “Eclipse SOA” initiative launched by SOFERA, aiming at developing a new coherent integrated SDA platform.
  More details

- **First result of SpagoBI - Inova collaboration in Business and Location Intelligence**
  Now a look at the new Press Release, about the first result of the collaboration between Engineering and Inova for the development of open source solutions of Business and Location Intelligence, through the integration of SpagoBI and GeoBI-Geoligapp.
  Read the Press Release

- **Micropole Univers, new Integrator Partner for SpagoBI**
  Micropole Univers is the new SpagoBI integrator partner.
  Leader in France and Switzerland, Micropole Univers is a European company providing software consulting and modernization services, specialized in Business Intelligence, E-Business, CRM and ERP.
  More details

- **SpagoBI at the Adempiere Conference**
  Charly Clairmont, SpagoBI contributor and Chief Technology Officer of Altic (SpagoBI Integrator Partner), has participated in the Adempiere Conference, which took place from 21st to 23rd June 2009 in Berlin, Germany. This conference was an opportunity for developers to exchange organizational, structural and technical skills and to collaborate on the definition of the Adempiere ERP roadmap. SpagoBI presentation took place on Tuesday 23rd June afternoon.
  More details

- **SpagoBI Spanish localization**
  Susana López Barriera is a new Spanish SpagoBI Contributor. She has realized the Spanish localization of SpagoBI 2.2 version.

- **New Article on SpagoBI**
  In the Resource area of SpagoWorld website we have a new article on SpagoBI, entitled “SpagoBI: Open Source model for the Business Intelligence”, written by Grazia Cazzin, OS BI Competence Centre Director of Engineering and SpagoBI project leader, is available in Italian, English and French.
  Read the article

- **SpagoBI 2.0 - The Open Source Business Intelligence goes ahead - English-German version**
  In the Resource area of SpagoWorld website, the article entitled “SpagoBI 2.0 - The Open Source Business Intelligence goes ahead”, written by Stefano Scamuzzo, Engineering’s Senior Technical Manager, is now available in a new version as English-German parallel text.
  Read the article
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